We need to talk about your PI data
Have you had the ‘how do I fix my PI
data quality issues’ conversation yet?

Is the quality of your PI data putting your value-added digital initiatives—i.e., analytics, APC,
process optimization, predictive models, AI, etc.—and business at risk? We need to talk.

What is poor PI data quality costing you?
The conversation begins with MOTIVATION. Can you endure the risk of doing nothing?
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Why is solving the PI data quality issue so important?

It’s all about VALUE. The objectives are broad but significant because PI data impacts every aspect of performance.
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You want to remain in business? That's the ROI and the risk of doing nothing.
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How do you frame the problem that needs solving?
The conversation then becomes about SIZE and SCALE. How do you solve and sustain it indefinitely?
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We can’t calculate
how bad our PI
data is. We need
APERIO to tell us,
so we can fix it.
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of quality data?

The solution? DataWise your PI data today!

How do you bring it all TOGETHER? APERIO DataWise for PI workflows provide actionable
insights to reduce data issues for broad positive impact across the organization. You can:
✓ Know the status of your PI data quality
in real time for all 2M tags!
✓ Quickly identify and address PI issues
including stale, missing, or bad data
✓ Easily track, report, and improve
measurable data integrity
✓ Alert at the highest level of asset
framework with recommended actions

✓ Can integrate alerts into PI Notifications
for seamless visualization

PI as a trusted system of record is
only valuable when you have 100%
confidence in its data quality.

DataWise your PI data today: download the eBook and/or visit aperio.ai.

APERIO is the leader in industrial data integrity solutions. We help customers drive profitability and
sustainability goals while mitigating risk in their industrial operations. Powered by AI machine learning,
APERIO automatically validates operational data at scale to improve data accuracy, security, and value,
allowing for better, smarter business decisions based on real-time, trusted, superior data.
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